SATF Meeting Notes, 4/13/2012

Attendees: Melissa Ashmore- CC, Amanda Woolard- HERC, Jeannie Ludlow-WST, Kim Moock and Tyler Mickey-NSP, Jen Muser- Civil Rights

Red Flag Campaign

Consensus is that the members, EIU community are pleased with the results/success of the coordination/program.

Special thank you to all contributors, and next event will take place 4/23/2012 with CC being in south quad, and HERC in library quad.

HERC printed over 1,800 fliers and buttons for the hand-outs on 4/10/2012, and they RAN OUT EARLY 😊 Amanda from HERC suggested students were eager to help with this program!

Jeannie Ludlow gave notice to the group that the Clothesline Project will take place in the south quad April 23rd from 10am-2pm.

2 Student PSA’s were recorded this week through HERC and will be broadcasted this week for Sexual Assault Awareness Month/Red Flag Camp.

STEP Up Sign up

Amanda from HERC gave out informational materials on program and how to sign up, training will take place at EIU on 6/7/2012 from 9-3pm.

Donna Hudson suggested we have a meeting for those interested in discussing and processing the training (those in attendance and those who simply wish to participate in meeting) will take place in the Scharrer Room on June 19th at 11 am. We will discuss the benefits of the Step Up training and how we may incorporate it into the SATF.

Opening Weekend Presentations

Subcommittee formed and the 1st sub-committee meeting will take place sometime in May. Jeannie Ludlow volunteered to secure time and location of the meeting. She will alert everyone to the details as soon as possible.

Upcoming SATF Meeting

Next meeting has been set for the SATF, to be held in the Scharrer Room, May 8th at 11 am. We can plan for more meetings at this time, and discuss more in-depth goals for group at this time.

Needs: Secure Scharrer Room for meetings on 5/8/12 at 11 am and 6/19/2012 at 11 am.
Sexual Assault Task Force
April 13, 2012
Attendance

- Amanda Woodard - HERC
- Jeannie Ludlow - WST
- Melissa Ashmore - CC
- Lambertine Moch - NST (Brought Tyler Moch)
- Donna Hudson - SACIS
- Jen Muser - Civil Rights